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With the Fifth Army, October 1,

One force of the British armour drives its way along the coastal side of

Vesuvius towards Naples other units are fanning out to the east of the volcano and

pursuing the retreating forces around Terzigno and Foggiomarino, In the region
of the latter town there -was a German counter attack yesterday afternoon hut this was

repulsed.

At most new these counter attacks are but part of the delaying action of which the

principal forms are the widespread demolitions that we are encountering. While

these demolitions must of necessity slew to some extent our progress the need on the

part cf the Germans to gain time is emphasised by reports reaching the battle area of

activity on the railways north of the river Voltorno -where goods trains are bringing
materials for the enemy to erect hastily constructed defences along the river. Heavy
casualties 'were inflicted on the Germans remaining in the area south of Sarno by our

artillery and few of the troops trapped between cur two advancing forces got away.

I drove today across the Sorrento peninsular over the Lattari mountains from

Maori where the rangers landed three -weeks ago and drove to our most advanced positions
today. Among these mountains where for so long the Germans and rangers had been

groping there were still booby traps and mines left by the retreating enemy -which had

not yet been cleared away.

From the tops of this range of mountains one sees the whole of the Naples plain
stretching out beyond Vesuvius while to the left the Bay of Naples reflected the

afternoon sun. Over Naples hung a thick pall of smoke which rose to a height of

several hundred feet.

The towns and villages of the plain nestling together in compact little communities

presented an attractive atmosphere of pre-war tourist Italy, But as I watched the

vista gunflashes and the distant rumble of the cannonade told that our artillery was in

action. Those powerful batteries -which I had seen the previous day moving along the

main road covered with flowers by admiring peasants and villagers had been cleared of

their adornments and had gone into action.

Through little villages through largo towns and on nearly to Torre Del Greco

almost on the Naples outskirts I drove, Scenes of desolation 'were on all sides. Churches,
the pride of each community, were shattered shrines obliterated by the path of the

-war and roads and bridges were blown up. The sappers in constructing one- bridge
across a deep ravine had somewhat oddly marked it ’’Rill it trice it bridge", Fortunately
the sappers knew their job too well for anyone to doubt the answer.

Torre Annunziata which was captured yesterday is but a ruined pile and even those

-walls which have not collapsed totter precariously giving an ominous impression that

at any moment they will fall with a shattering cascade of wood work•

In Pompeii despite the blasting by shells and the devastating demolitions the town

tried to maintain a business as usual outlook and souvenir shops were open and "postcard
sellers turned their revolving stands of pictorial views of the ruins to cath the

eye of the passers by. But to reach the shops one had to step through broken glass
and tread gingerly among the debris. Last night I stayed in a hotel near the ancient

amphitheatre. One knew that it was an hotel because the facia proclaimed that it

-was such, but explosions had torn it to such extent that it was impossible to associate

it -with its peace-time use. Such places as this are typical of the train that Hitler’s

troops are leaving behind in Italy,
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